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The ancient Egyptians had an elaborate set of funerary practices that they believed were necessary to
ensure their immortality after death (the afterlife). These rituals and protocols included mummifying the body,
casting magic spells, and burial with specific grave goods thought to be needed in the Egyptian afterlife.. The
ancient Egyptian burial process evolved over time as old customs were ...
Ancient Egyptian funerary practices - Wikipedia
Etymology and meaning. The English word mummy is derived from medieval Latin mumia, a borrowing of the
medieval Arabic word mÅ«miya (Ù…ÙˆÙ…ÙŠØ§Ø¡) and from a Persian word mÅ«m (wax), which meant an
embalmed corpse, and as well as the bituminous embalming substance, and also meant "bitumen". The
Medieval English term "mummy" was defined as "medical preparation of the substance of mummies ...
Mummy - Wikipedia
If you are a teacher searching for educational material, please visit PBS LearningMedia for a wide range of
free digital resources spanning preschool through 12th grade.
Retired Site | PBS Programs | PBS
Citefast is a FREE APA, MLA and Chicago citation generator. Generate references, bibliographies, in-text
citations and title pages quickly and accurately. Used by students and professionals.
APA, MLA and Chicago citation generator: Citefast
Overview of lectures and exhibitions on Ancient Egypt. EEF NEWS is an email newsletter posted on the EEF
mailinglist. It appears every week, on Thursday.
EEF NEWS - egyptologyforum.org
This article was originally written for Magpies Magazine Vol 32, No. 5 (November 2017).Magpies is an
Australian magazine for school and public libraries that deal primarily with childrenâ€™s literature.
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